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Modules, panels and cubicles to meet exacting specifications

Patol can design and manufacture control modules, 
fire and safety control equipment panels and cubicles 
to meet the requirements of national standards, client 
specifications or project needs.

This expertise ranges from encapsulated electronics 
units installed in military vehicles through to multiple bay 
equipment cabinets integral to the control rooms of power 
stations, process plants and petro-chemical facilities.

Quality engineering is inherent within Patol’s design and 
manufacturing regime and certified ISO 9001: 2008. Our 
engineers have considerable knowledge of the rigours 
and constructional aspects that must be addressed for 
equipment employed in applications such as:

z  Power generation
z  Heavy industry
z  Underground rail systems and tunnels
z  Conveyors
z  Escalators
z  Food process industry
z  Waste recycling plants
z  Petrochemical and tank storage

Special Control Equipment

Equipment formats can accommodate virtually any 
particular specification or special project requirement. These 
aspects include functional features and constructional 
criteria such as:

z  Mimic displays
z  Special enclosure – design and fabrication
z  Industrial/military – control modules
z  Anti-vibration mounts
z  EMC compliance
z  Environmental protection – IP/NEMA ingress ratings
z  Special paint finishes



Tunnels

IP68 rated LHDC control panel with distance location

A mining project in South Africa required a special 
waterproof Linear Heat Detection Cable (LHDC) control 
panel with distance location, complete with PSU/
charger and battery backup.

The panel was for a tunnel which occasionally flooded, so 
the specification demanded that the panel should be able 
to withstand being submerged in water to a depth of 3 
metres. Stainless steel 316 was utilised in the construction 
to IP68 rating.

LHDC is particularly suited to applications such as road 
and rail tunnels where harsh environmental conditions 
preclude the use of other forms of detection. The 
combination of Patol’s LHDC and LDM-519-DDL interface 
works effectively in this environment and provides accurate 
distance location within 1 metre.

Patol’s LDM-519-DDL controller with distance locator 
display can be configured to operate in two wire mode. 
As a result, it can be interfaced directly with conventional 
fire alarm control panels or as part of an addressable loop. 
Each device has a 4 digit LCD display which activates on 
fire condition and displays the distance into the zone the 
alarm has occurred.



Petrochemical

8 zone LHDC control panel with IS barriers

Fire protection supplied by Patol has been fitted to each 
of eight storage tanks on behalf of Shell E&P Ireland 
Limited (SEPIL).

The Corrib development has four distinct parts: the 
offshore wells and subsea facility; the offshore pipelines 
from the wells to landfall; the onshore pipeline between the 
landfall and the gas terminal; and the Bellanaboy Bridge 
Gas Terminal.

When installing the tank protection systems at the 
Bellanaboy Bridge Terminal, the main contractors working 
for SEPIL turned to Patol and its Linear Heat Detection 
Cable system to safeguard the tanks. Patol, currently the 
only LHDC manufacturer capable of supplying a SIL2-
certified system specifically designed for use in the POG 
industry, supplied a custom-built SIL2-approved 8 zone 
control panel with IS barriers for the Corrib Gas Project.

Many aspects of the digital LHDC system protecting the 
tank farm - from the automatic cable reeler down to the 
clips specified for fixing the cable - were adapted and 
modified for the Bellanaboy Bridge Gas Terminal.

The modifications carried out by Patol to the custom-fitted 
systems, meant that they delivered the highest standard of 
fire detection for the eight sealed floating roof tanks.



Nuclear

Multi-zone LHDC control panel with sprinkler control

Patol’s LHDC technology has been applied at the 
Hinkley B facility to replace an original system installed 
in the 1990’s which required 140 local zone monitoring 
units dispersed throughout the cable flats.

The new system offers significant technological advances, 
employing control modules grouped into five distributed 
swing frame control cabinets with 19 inch rack-mounted 
LHDC monitoring and actuation control modules. This 
makes identification and location of a potential incident 
much easier, with each control module monitoring the 
existing zonal length of analogue resettable LHDC.

The modules feature a two stage alarm output, activated 
when a short length of the cable is elevated in temperature 
above the pre-defined trip points. The alarm signals from 
the modules are sent to the site’s fire alarm system and 
also to 600 zonal metron actuated sprinklers located 
throughout the cable flats. If the second stage of the 
two stage alarm is reached, the relevant sprinklers are 
automatically activated to quickly extinguish the fire in 
the affected zone. A further benefit is easy access for 
maintenance, with the control cabinets located outside the 
cable flat and riser areas, thereby eliminating the need to 
work in confined spaces.
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